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Murach's PHP and MySQL (Murach: Training & Reference)Mike Murach & Associates, 2010

	Ever since it was created in 1995. PHP has been a favorite of developers for server-side web programming. In fact, in some surveys, it now stands as today's most popular web programming language. By most counts, over a million web sites have been written in PHP, including portions of today's largest, most recognizable sites, and often...


		

C++/CLI Primer: For .NET DevelopmentApress, 2016

	
		Enter a world of hardcore back-end, server-side enterprise programming on the .NET platform. This book presents some of the important aspects of the C++/CLI language that often become a barrier preventing programmers from exploring further. The C++/CLI Primer is a powerful but compact book that will guide you through that...



		

Interactive Object-Oriented Programming in Java: Learn and Test Your Programming SkillsApress, 2019

	
		
			Gain the fundamental concepts of object-oriented programming with examples in Java. This second edition comes with detailed coverage and enhanced discussion on fundamental topics such as inheritance, polymorphism, abstract classes, interfaces, and packages. This edition also includes discussions on multithread programming,...








		

Malware Forensics: Investigating and Analyzing Malicious CodeSyngress Publishing, 2008

	Dissecting the dark side of the Internet -- with its infectious worms, botnets, rootkits, and Trojan horse programs (known as malware)-- this in-depth, how-to guide details the complete process of responding to a malicious code incident, from isolating malware and testing it in a forensic lab environment, to pulling apart suspect code and...


		

Guitar Tone: Pursuing the Ultimate Guitar SoundCengage Learning, 2011

	"Great tone" is a combination of many things--electronic, acoustic, musical, physical, emotional, and cerebral. Each player assembles and manipulates those components into a special blend, creating his own unique sonic stew. So how do we get great tone? The answer for most of us is a lifetime of pursuit that is at once equal parts...


		

SCJA Sun Certified Java Associate Study Guide (Exam CX-310-019) (Certification Press)McGraw-Hill, 2009
The best fully integrated study system available for Exam CX-310-019
With hundreds of practice questions and hands-on exercises, SCJA Sun Certified Java Associate Study Guide covers what you need to know--and shows you how to prepare--for this challenging exam. 

	
    100% complete coverage of...








		

MATLAB Programming for Numerical AnalysisApress, 2014

	MATLAB is a high-level language and environment for numerical computation, visualization, and programming. Using MATLAB, you can analyze data, develop algorithms, and create models and applications. The language, tools, and built-in math functions enable you to explore multiple approaches and reach a solution faster than with spreadsheets or...


		

String Theory DemystifiedMcGraw-Hill, 2008
UNRAVEL the mystery of STRING THEORY 

Trying to understand string theory but ending up with your brain in knots? Here's your lifeline! This straightforward guide explains the fundamental principles behind this cutting-edge concept. 

String Theory...


		

Text Mining with MATLAB®Springer, 2012

	Text Mining with MATLAB provides a comprehensive introduction to text mining using MATLAB. It’s designed to help text mining practitioners, as well as those with little-to-no experience with text mining in general, familiarize themselves with MATLAB and its complex applications.


	The first part provides an introduction...
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